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LEGEND FOR FIGURES OUTSIDE THE TEXT

Fig. 3
F(O) versus 0. (There is a symmetry with respect to 0 - 450.) Same maximum
value - 1.59 ate - 57' for 1 MeV, 0 i 19' for 9 MeV and 6 - 11' for 25 MeV.

Same angle 8 - 450 for minimum value - 4.52 x 10- 3 for I MeV minimum
value - 2.46 x 10- 3 for 9 MeV and minimum value - 7.51 x 10- 5 for 25 MeV.

Fig. 4
(a) F(e) versus 0. Same maximum value - 1.59 at 0 - 57' for I MeV,

8 - 19' for 9 MeV and 0 - 11' for 25 MeV. Same converging value =

I at e -00o.
(b) F(e) versus 0. Similar to (a) at complementary angles (e + 90 -9).

Fig. 6
E1 (impact energy) versus Eb (beam energy); E1 in eV, Eb in MeV; with

space charge.

(a) e - 20
(b) 0 - 50

(c) 6 - 100
(d) e - 450

Ro = 50cm, 55cm, 60cm, 70cm, 80cm, 904m, ,lO0cm
(from the bottom upwards)

E, in eV, Eb in MeV

Fig. 7
El (impact energy) versus Eb (beam energy); El in eV, Eb in MeV; no space
charge.

(a) Elo versus Eb, 0 - 150
(b) Elo versus Eb, 0 - 200
(c) Elo versus Eb, 6 - 250
(d) Elo versus Eb, 0 - 300
(e) Eio versus Eb, 8 - 350
(f) Elo versus Eb, 0 - 400
(g) E1o versus Eb, 8 -450(h) Elo versus Eb, 8 - 500
(i) Elo versus Eb, 0 - 550

(J) E1o versus Eb, 0 - 600
(k) Elo versus Eb, 8 - 650
(k) Elo versus Eb, 0 - 70
(i) Elo versus Eb, 0 - 750
(n) Elo versus Eb, 8 - 800

(o) Elo versus Eb, e - 850
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Ro W 10cm, 20cm, 30cm, 40cm, 50cm, 55cm, 60cm,
70cm, 80cm, 90cm, lO0cm.
(from the bottom upwards)
E1 in eV, Eb in MeV

Fig. 8
Cross-section for ionization of atomic hydrogen taken from Kieffer and Dunn,

Rev. Mod. Phys. 38, 1 (1966)

Fig. 9

No space charge; beam radius (in cm) vs. distance (in km) for

0.5 attenuation for various propagation angles.

(a) IMeV; 1,000 mA/cm
2

(b) IMeV; 10,000 mA/cm
2

(c) 10MeV; 1,000 mA/cm
2

(d) 10MeV; 10,000 mA/cm
2

(e) 100MeV; 1,000 mA/cm
2

(f) 100MeV; 10,000 mA/cm
2

Fig. 10
No space charge; beam radius (in cm) vs. distance (in km) for

0.1 attenuation for various propagation angles.

(a) iMeV; 1,000 mA/cm
2

(b) 1MeV; 10,000 mA/cm
2

(c) 1OMeV; 1,000 mA/cm2

(d) lOMeV; 10,000 mA/cm
2

(e) 100MeV; 1,000 mA/cm
2

(f) 100MeV; 10,000 mA/cm
2

Fig. 11
No space charge; beam energy (in MeV) vs. distance (in kin) for

0.5 attenuation for various propagation angles.

(a) 10 cm; 1,000 mA/cm
2

(b) 10 cm; 10,000 mA/cm
2

(c) 55 cm; 1,000 mA/cm
2

d) 55 cm; 10,000 mA/cm
2

(e) 100 cm; 1,000 mA/cm
2

(f) 100 cm; 10,000 mA/cm
2
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Fia. 12
No space charge; beam energy (in MeV) vs. distance (in kin) for
0.1 attenuation for various propagation angles.

(a) 10 cm; 1,000 mA/cm 2

(b) 10 cm; 10,000 mA/cm
2

(c) 55 cm; 1,000 mA/cm 2

(d) 55 cm; 10,000 mA/cm 2

(e) 100 cm; 1,000 mA/cm 2

(f) 100 cm; 10,000 mA/cm 2

Fig. 13
Including space charge: beam radius (in cm) vs. distance (in km) for
0.5 attenuation for various propagation angles.

(a) 1MeV; 1,000 mA/cm 2

(b) 1MeV; 10,000 mA/cm
2

(c) 1OMeV; 1,000 mA/cm
2

(d) 1OMeV; 10,000 mA/cm 2

(e) 0OeV; 1,000 mA/cm 2

(f) 100MeV; 10,000 mA/cm
2

From top to bottom: 50(850), 100(800), 450

Fig. 14
Including space charge: beam radius (in cm) vs. distance (in km) for
0.1 attenuation for various propagation angles.

(a) 1MeV; 1,000 mA/cm
2

(b) iMeV; 10,000 mA/cm 2

(c) 1OMeV; 1,000 mA/cm
2

(d) 1OMeV; 10,000 mA/cm
2

(e) 1OOMeV; 1,000 mA/cm 2

(f) 10OMeV; 10,000 mA/cm 2

From top to bottom: 5'(85'), 10'(800), 450

Fig. 15
Including space charge: beam energy (in MeV) vs. distance (in km) for
0.5 attenuation for various propagation angles.

(a) 55 cm; 1,000 mA/cm2

(b) 55 cm; 10,000 mA/cm
2

(c) 100 cm; 1,000 mA/cm
2

(d) 100 cm; 10,000 mA/cm 2

From top to bottom: 5°(85*), 100(800), 450

(NOTE: No effect is discernable for beam radius of 10 cm)

Fig. 16
Including space charge: beam energy (in Mev) vs. distance (in kin) for
0.1 attenuation for various propagation angles.

(a) 55 cm; 1,000 mA/cm 2

(b) 55 cm; 10,000 mA/cm 2

(c) 100 cm; 1,000 mA/cm 2

(d) 100 cm; 10,000 mA/cm 2

From top to bottom: 50(850), 100(80°), 450
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I. INTRODUCTION

When a neutral particle beam passes through the upper atmosphere, it

undergoes a number of physical processes which lead to the degradation of the

beam intensity and of the beam energy. Probably the most important amongst

these processes is stripping which leads to the loss of (one or more)

electrons of the beam particle. Stripping can be induced by collisions with

neutral particle ions or electrons, without substantial differences in the

stripping cross section per electron. While it is usually assumed that the

stripping particles originate from the atmospheric gas or plasma through which

the beam passes, this is, as we pointed out and discussed in an earlier

Scientific Report, [i] (to be referred to as I) not necessarily so. The

electrons, stripped off the beam particles, themselves can become agents of

subsequent stripping processes. Instrumental in this scenario is the presence

of the earth's geomagnetic field which helps to accumulate the beam generated

electrons in the beam's path. It was actually Alfven [2] who realized that

the passage of a neutral beam through magnetic field brings about an anomalous

source of ionization.

In I, certain basic aspects of this beam induced stripping (BIS) were

analyzed. We demonstrated through a rather simplified, but qualitatively

faithful model, that at high enough beam current BIS may become the dominant

mechanism of beam degradation.

Two major conditions have to be satisfied in order for the BIS process to

become effective: (i) the stripped electrons must remain within the beam for

a long enough time s) that they can undergo further ionizaing collisions, and

(it) the stripped electrons must acquire a high enough (but not too high)

relative velocity with respect to the beam particles, so that they can cause

stripping collisions.



The presence of the geomagnetic field is critical in meeting both of

these conditions. In addition to the direct effect of the magnetic field, the

separation of the positive ions and negative electrons causes a polarization

electric field which, in combination with the magnetic field generates

complicated drift trajectories.

The effect of the magnetic field can be especially clearly seen in the

case of the beam propagating along the magnetic field. In a stripping

collision, the electrons are ejected at a large angle with respect to the beam

velocity and thus, without the magnetic field, would promptly leave the beam.

The magnetic field, however, forces the electrons back into the beam. For a

general beam otientation the situation is more complicated; nevertheless, tne

general tendency of the electron becoming trapped by the magnetic (or by the

combined magnetic and electric) fields, still prevails. In the other extreme

situation, when the beam propagates perpendicular to the magnetic field, it is

the polarization field that forces the electrons to travel, for a substantial

period of time, with the beam. This scenario, although somewhat similar to

the well-known problem of a plasmoid or plasma beam travelling across the

magnetic field [3] is different in that the electrons are continuously

created along the beam, and thus the critical transient phase of the plasma

beam problem, where, upon penetration, the beam has to create the field that

propels it further, plays a much less important role.

Having demonstrated in I that the BIS process, under certain

conditions, can be an important factor in beam degradation, we may now list

the principal problems that one has to address in order to obtain a detailed

description and assessment of the BIS process.

2



(a) Calculation of the "geometric factor", i.e. the fraction of
time spent by the electron within the beam.

(b) Calculation of the relative velocity of the electrons and
determination of the relative energy-dependent stripping
cross-section.

(c) Calculation of the polarization electric field.

This Report addresses itself to item (b) and to one aspect of item (c).

In section II electron trajectories in a crossed electric and magnetic field

configuration are calculated without the usual assumption of the electric

field being uniform - a model valid only in the case of small gyro-radii. It

is shown that with strong enough spatial variation of the electric field the

concept of ExB drift doesn't apply at all. In Sections III and IV we examine

in some detail the generation of the relative velocity by the magnetic field

and find that it depends significantly on the beam energy, on the beam

diameter and on the propagation angle of the beam. Then we calculate the beam

decay distance for 10% and 50% beam degradations, as a function of beam energy

and propagation angle. In all these calculations we use two scenarios:

(i) no polarization electric field and (ii) a model electric field

representing, in the absence of more elaborate self-consistent calculations,

the polarization electric field; for the geometric factor, again in the

absence of a detailed calculation, we assume the median value Y = 0.5. In

Section V, we give some qualitative discussion of the mechanism determining

the actual value of y.

3
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11. TRAJECTORY EQUATIONS

The mathematical problem of Lorentz force equation coupled with Poisson

equation cannot be solved analytically. A self-consistent field approach

involve making appropriate physical approximations and numerical calculations.

However, under certain non-trivial conditions, the Lorentz force equation with

uniform magnetic field and external electric field can be solved exactly. The

resulting electron and proton trajectory equations are useful in providing

estimates for the beam-induced stripping (or self-stripping.)

We will study in detail two cases: (I) beam propagation, uniform magnetic

field and linear electric field are mutually orthogonal; (2) beam propagation,

uniform magnetic field and constant electric field are arbitrarily oriented.

These two cases are exactly solvable and their solutions provide useful

insights for future work.

(1) Mutually Othogonal vh, B and E(y)

We designate vb, B and E(y) respectively as the beam propagation velocity,

geomagnetic field and linearly varying electric field. Specifically, we have

vb - vbi, B - Bk and E(y) - (E - ey)j, where E and c are constants to be

specified later.

The Lorentz force equation for electron becomes

x -tWy

"" " eE e
y I wx- _ + e (I)m m

eB
where - ,and m is electron mass.m

This is an exactly solvable problem and the resulting electron trajectory

equations are:

x(t) -[I- .-11/2 sirnt + (vb-WREc)t (2)

4



1

y(t) = REe (1-cosnt) + Yo (3)

where the modified frequency Q is:

w - (1 - E-) 1/B2, (4)

and the modified radius REe is

- -b (1 _Eyo) ]
-[vb B E-y)

REC - 1 -• (5)
wB

We have assumed the boundary conditions: x(O) - 0

and y(O) - yo, Jyol 4 Ro, where Ro Is the beam radius.

Eqs. (4) and (5) indicate the effect of linearly varying electric field

with a non-zero c. Reduction to the simple case of uniform field can be seen

by setting c - 0, and we have l -s and RE [vb -

The Lorentz force for proton with an external linear field E(y) - (E+ay)j

becomes

X M Wpy (6)

k eE ea

M M

eB

where Wp = -, M = proton mass, and the constants E and a are to be

specified later. The resulting proton trajectory equations are:

xp(t) R R EQ +(V- REadt (7)
-I a j1/2  sipt +(vb-wpRE~
WP B

yp(t) - Rea (compt - 1) + Yo (8)

where the modified frequency and radius are respectively
a~~ ~ p Wp W(B 1/20 9

p

np = p (- ) (5

-S ',f ' 5 - : , = [ :u,' *' ,V ~w[. "W v *. . ... ".\' w . _._. _ ,, . *. * .. %' '" •. .. " .- .-'.,..'o'..*,



REQ = " (10)

wB

A simple model of uniformly distributed space charges (electrons and protons)

resulting from beam-atmosphere ionizations yeild the following expressions for

E(y),

E(y) - E - Ey = en [2Re + Ro I e y]+ (11)
0 4LRo 

R e + Ro  Re + 

Ro r y < 2Re + Ro

E(y) = E - Ey (12)

en 2Re (Rp-Re)Ro

C04LRO [Re + Ro + (Rp + Re)(Re + Ro )

(Rp _ Re)

(Rp + Ro ) (Re + Ro )

- Ro 4 y ' Ro

E() E + a en [2Rp + Ro I (13)

F- 0 4tRo R p + R R Rp + RO

- (2Rp - RO ) ' y 4 R o

where Rp and Re are respectively proton and electron gyroradius, L is about

6Rp, and n is the total number of ionizations for beam traversal distance L.

The results obtained so far are based on simple assumptions, and are not

adequate for physical applications. However, they constitute a basis for

further considerations.

6
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(2) Arbitrarily Oriented Vb, B and Constant E

As shown in Fig. 1, we have: vb vbi,

B - Bxi + Bzk
Y + A A

E - Exi + Eyj + Ezk

and tan 6 - B -
, Bx

B . / The Lorentz force equation

equation for electron can be

z

Figure 1

written as:

x = -Yx - tz (14)

y = £
- Wx + Wzk

z -f -Yz +  xY
eE z +

where Yx = eEm, . - 24 eE
m y m z m'

eBX eBzm m

This system of coupled equation can be solved exactly and the resulting

electron velocity equations are:

k(t) W ZA sin (wt + *) - - (wxyx + WzYz)t (15)
w2

+ + ( 2)vb

toz

i(t) W A sin (wt + *) - y (ixyx + wzYz)t (16)

- + WZtoX
o2 w2'- 

vb

(t) - wA cos (wt + *) + .2 (WmX - wzyx), (17)

where A = I [(Yy - zVb)2 + D] 1/2,

77 --T
7
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tan - (DzVb - yy),

2 Wx2 + Wy2 and D - Wxyz - OzYx

The electron trajectory equations can be obtained by integrating the above

equations with the boundary conditions: x(O) - 0, y(O) - yo, z(O) - zo, with yo

C Ro and zo 4 Ro .

The Lorentz force equation for proton can be expressed as:

x M "Vx - Wdy
y -Yy - WXi + Wxx (18)

Z - + xY

eEx eE eE
where Ix =  I Yy 2 Yz "-M -

eBx eBz
- ,--- and wz - K

The proton velocity equations are given by:

LAX
k(t) - +WzA sin (t + *) + 7,2 (wxYx + wJzyz)t (19)

+ 2Yy + I -!z2  v
2 " 2 )V

i(t) - -wxA sin (wt + ) + (w xy. + wZYz)t (20)

W2 + w 
v b

(t) - wA coz (wt + *) + - (w0xyz - wzYx), (21)

where A a - [(Yy - W zVb)2 +k.] 1/2,

tanf - t (wvzb - Yy),

,w2 = wx 2 + Wy2 and D - xyz - CIzYx

Again the proton trajectory equations can be easily obtained by integrating

the above equations with the same boundary conditions as those for the electron.

8



It is worth noting that the accelerating terms in x(t) and z(t) for both

electron and proton contain the factor (wxYx + W.Yz), which can be considered to

have resulted from the presence of Ex and Ez. The sinusoidal and constant terms

represent steady state motion with bounded energy. Therefore, we require that

(Wxyx + WzYz) vanishes with non-vanishing Ex and Ez. This can be accomplished by

making the physically reasonable assumption that for self-consistent and

self-sustaining motion there exists only transverse "polarizing" electric field,

i .e.

E.B = ExB X + EyBy + EzB z -0

Since By = 0, we have ExBx + EzB z - 0

and therefore wxyx + WzYz , 0. Using the expressions B2 - Bx2 + Bz2 and tane

B e can rewrite the velocity equations for the electron as:
Bx

ke(t) tane (-) sin (wet) (22)

- sin6 (EB- - sin 6-vb) cos (wet)
E 6.vb  t

+ sine (-"L) + Cos26. (vb)

- E b

e(t) = ,(E ) sin (e t ) 23)

+ case (jB * -sin6 . vb) cos (wet)

- cose. (=-) + cose.sine (vb)
BB [ b (

EY eTt ) " o e [ - ° ( e r ) ( 2 4 )

- B- sin6vb) sin (wet)

where we - + ) - x + B z)/ 2 
-

9
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The proton velocity equations are rewritten as:

ip(t) - -tan8 ( ) sin (wpt) (25)

-sinO (5- -sinO.vb) cos (wpt)

+ sin 8. (E ) + C082 8.(Vb)

p(t) - E sin (wpt)(26)
pB si pwt

+ cos 8 - - sinevb) cos(Wt)

-cos
8 (FL) + cose-sine (vb)

Ez
Zp(t) B cos6 [1-cos( Pt)I (27)

+ (5- -sin.vb) sin(wpt)

where Wp - (W 2 + wz 2 ) 1/ 2 - t (B 2 + B 2 )1/2  ep M Bx 2 + z 2

It is worth noting that both the electron and proton velocities along B

direction are equal to cosO.vb. More specifically we have

( + (Ze)M - cose.vb - vi

and

(Xp)l + (Zp)l - cosO.vb " vN

where vi is component of beam veloc' y vb along the B direction.

10



The velocity equations Eqs. (22) to (27) express the electron and proton

velocities as functions of known quantities , vb, B and assumed quantities Ey

and Ez. In a self-consistent field calculation, Ey and Ez would be deterined

from 0, vb and B.

11



III. BEAM-INDUCED STRIPPING

We de .ignated the relative electron-beam velocity as Veb ve - Vb, whose

components vex, Vey and vez are given by Eqs. (22) to (24) as

V e - Vb u tanO L- sin(wet)

- sinOe [bsinO - .Ey] - cos(wpt] (28)

Vey " Bse - cos(wet

+ [vbsinO sin(wet) (29)

El

Vez - ,sln(wet)

BB

For the relative proton-beam velocity Vpb ' vp - vb, the components are

given by Eqs. (25) to (27) as

Vpx = Vp - vb - - tane j- sin(pt)

py - o sie e - 8p cos(pt (31)

Vp E [ cos(w t]



-(vbain U - BY) sin(wpt) (32)

vpz - :JA) sin(w pt)

+ co (Vbin - ) 11 - co.(wpt)] (33)

The beam (neutral) particles all travel with velocity vb within the beam

2confine which is of cylindrical form with cross-sectional area NR 0. The
o

charged particles (electrons and protons) move with velocities whose

components are given by Eqs. (22) to (27). However, the charged particles

spend only a short time within the beam confine. We designate the time

interval as Tu and consider the kinematics of the charged particles within the

beam confine. As shown in Fig. 2(a),

a charged particle starting from

R 0the beam center (i.e., origin of

Y Dx-y-z system) can be regarded as

ou t( )
R- staying within the beam confine

if its moving center's path is
"-- .... . . K -i . ..( D - -R

zv11 sinO"

Figure 2(a)
As shown in Fig. 2(b), vp is the

component of beam velocity vb in

x 4 the i direction, i.e.,

1 vOU vbcose. We regard Tg as

o 0 the time interval during which
i Ze , the charged particle Is within

V the beam confine. Thus we have

Z Figure 2(b) 13



DI Ro  2R o
VI VbsiflOcose vbsin2O

We now assume that all the charged particles starting from the

cross-sectional area wR 2 (at x - 0) spend approximately the same time interval

T, within the beam confine. For this time interval TI , the time-averaged

relative electron-beam and proton-beam velocity components as given by Eq.

(34) to (39) become

<vex> tan" - e I -cos(*e

-sinO [vbSin8- s ia [I- L sin(Je) (34)

<Vey > = z B'in" - W-e

BcosG - e

+ [VbsiflO - ]- [- cOs(*e) (35)

-~~ ~ -B - -cOse ]

<Vez> = z - O" e

+ cos v -- b-- - sin(4'e (36)

<Vpx> - tan" -- [p - cos(p

sinG vbsinO - sn(p (37)

14 5
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<Vpy> Ez i (*p)]

-VbsinO - x(. i-cos(*p) (38)

<v d (~- [i -cos(*p)

+ cose. - -n I( sin(*p] (39)

where'*e eTi 2eBR 0  and
mivbs in2O

Sn wpTU a 2eBRo

Mvbsin2e

We expect electron-beam collision to occur for <IVebl> *0, i.e., non-zero

time-averaged magnitude of the relative electron-beam velocity vector

Veb Ve-Vb. From Eqs. (36) to (40), we have

<Vebi> - I<vex> 2.+ <vey> 2 + <Vex> 21 1/2 . <Veb>

where the right-hand side can be simplified in the following manner to give an
4

upper limiting value for <IvebI>.

Firstly, we let Ey - VbBsinO - vbBx, i.e., the electric field Ey is such

that the charged particles move with the beam with velocity vb , In a

self-consistent space-charged polarization field, this would represent the

upper limiting value for Ey. Secondly, we let Ez = vbBcos0, which represents

the optimum Ez for charged particles having drift velocity vb in y-direction,

which, however, is balanced by Ex M - vbBsinG, on account of tranverse field

condition ExBx + EzB z = 0.

15



Similarly, proton-beam collision occurs for

<IvpbI> * 0. From Eqs. (34) to (39), we can obtain

<Veb>2 - <IVeb1> 2 - <vex>2 + <Vey>2 + <Vez>2

and <Vpb>2 - <Ivpb]> 2 - <Vpx>2 + <Vpy>2 + <Vpz>2

We will now consider two limiting cases: namely, "transient" case

with zero electric field, and "steady state" case with optimum electric

field.

We let Ex = Ey M Ez M 0, and Eqs. (34) to (36) become,

<vex>o - vb sin2 8 [(-L) sin (We) -i

vey>o M vb sin 0 (- ) [1 - cos (*e)J

<Vez>o = Vb sin e.cosO [(.e) sin (We) -1]

and from which we finally get

<veb>2  
(-L)2 [1-cos (We)] + 1-2 (-L) sin (W*e) (40)

vb e *e

where the subscript "o" denotes quantities with zero electric field.

Examination of Eq. (40) shows that the factor

{2(-e)2 [1-cos(We)] + l-2(-) sin (We)} - F(6)
We *e

is symmetric with respect to 9 - 45° (also the angle for minima), increases

from 8 < 45* (and 8 > 450) with maxima at 0 4 1' (and 0 > 890) and then

oscillates with decreasing amplitudes and increasing frequency and finally

converges to unite at e - 00 (and 900). These features are graphically given

by Figure 3, Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b).

The sin 28 term in Eq. (40) destroys the symmetry of F(6) with respect

to F(e) with respect to 8 45. The quantity <Veb> 2 o/Vb 2 approaches zero as

16
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e+O and is unity at 0=900. At 6=00, we have agreement with the expected
+

physical situation, i.e., all charged particles travel with velocity vb within

the beam confine. At 6=90, we have upper limiting value of unity, which is

larger than the actual value depending on the ratio Ro/Re (or Ro/R p for

proton).

We now consider the situation at 6=900 with the aid of Figure 5. From

2Ro

the expression for the time interval T, 2b s 2e ,as + 90% we have
Vb sin 2 s0 90 ehv

YA Q e R , NRe~ o ze = O, xe = vb COS Wet and

1Ye = v sin Wet- Since Tj + -, the

R
0 time-averaged quantities <Xe> and

B out o _
paper

paer<ye> are both zero. Referring to

Figure 5, we can see that <;e> is

indeed zero within the beam confine

Figure 5 regardless of the Ro/Re. However,

<xe> is not zero for Ro/Re < 2 (<Xe> is zero for Ro/Re > 2). To obtain the

correct value for <Xe> within the beam confine, we proceed as follows.

First, we designate I as the time required for the electron to reach

Ro from the origin, and we have

JT = Y(T) - Ye(O) = Re - evh(-L) [1-coG(wT)I,
o d

We

from which we get

cos(Wee) = 1 0
e Re

From 6 C 900, the situation described above still holds, and we can

write

17
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cos(weT) - coG(o e ) 1 R
Re sine

Incorporation of the above results leads to two different expressions

for <Veb>2/vi as follows:

<veb>o' s i i~e I[( 2(0
z i' 2) [1-c~s(*e)] + 1-2(-L-) sin(Wl (0V b *e We

2Ro
where *e 2Re sin2e with b < 900

and

<Veb>g 0 sin 2 e . (oL)2 [1-cos(Ce )]2 (41)

Vb

where oe c - 1 [I Rsine with 6 = 900.

Similarly, for the proton case, we have

(Vp >2 = 1 2(1 ) 2 [1-cos(p)] + 1-2( - - ) sin( p)} (42)

Vb *P

2Ro /ewhere 2p Rp sin2e 1883 with 8 < 900

and

<v- b 0 sin 2e . (1p)2 [1-cos(op)] 2  (43)

Vb

18
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where a - cos -1 [ I ] with 8 = 900.p Rp sine

These two pair of equations, Eqs. (40), (41) and Eqs. (42), (43),

represent the results for the "transient" case where the electric field is

zero, i.e., beam propagation time duration is too short for the formation of

space-charge field.

We now consider the "steady state" case where the space-charge

(polarization) field has been fully extablished. To approximate the proper

space-charge field which is to be obtained from a self-consistency

calculation, we propose the following field specifications:

Ey - vbB sin8

Ez = vbB cos29 sinO

Ex M vbB cosO sin 2e

These field components agree with the reasonable physical requirements

as described in the following:

(1) Ey = EZ - Ex = U for 8 = 00

(2) Ey - VbB, Ez a Ex a 0 for 8 - 90'

(3) E, - VbB sin8 l+cos 2e, with maximum

, VbB at 6 90.

In conditions (2) and (3), we have assumed optimum polarization field

strength so that Ey (and E ) - VbB, i.e., the charged particle velocity is

equal to beam velocity vb. Substituting these field components in Eqs. (34)

19



to (39), we obtain the corresponding "steady state" results as follows:

<veb>2  I 2e)212(-e) 2
- - .(s in [-cos(*e)] + 1-2(-L) sin(e) (44)

V b *'e *e

2Ro

where Re sn2O , with 8 < 900,

<Veb>
2  1 sin( 

5

veb (sin28)2 (*-)2 [1lcos(Oe) (45)
v b

b

where oe cos - I [1 -, with 6 90
Re sin6

<v b >2  
=1 )-' )2 J2-) [~o

(siLn2) [1-cos(Wp)] + 1-2(-p) sin(Gp)} (46)
Yb p

2Ro

where Wp = Rp sin2O , with 8 < 90-

and

<Vpb> 2  - (sin28) 2 (-L)2 [1-cos(op)] 2  (47)

Vb a

where ap = cos - I [I R iO with 8 = 900.
p ~ R psin8

To obtain the electron-beam "impact" energy Elo for the transient
2 2

field-free case, we first let H(a,8,f) - <veb>o /vb2 as given by Eq. (40) and

write

1 1 2
Elo - -m <veb>o m b H(a,8,f) (48)

/i06eV R

where a = eV and f - 0c

b=Eb 10cm

20



w t 2Ro (0.12690113)af

we thus have Fe = Resin26 = sin26

Noting that the beam radius Ro = fxlOcm and the beam energy

Eb = L 2 - l06eV/L 2, we can express E1 o as a function of Eb, Ro and 8.

Similarly, the electron-beam impact energy El for the steady-state

space-charge field case can be written as

El I  m<Veb> 2 - L mvb2 G(a,e,f) (49)

where G(a,O,f) is given by Eq. (44) with the same 'e as given in Eq. (48). El

can again be expressed as a function of Eb, Ro and e. It should be mentioned

that E1 is symmetric with respect to e - 450 .

Figures 6(a) to 6(d) show E1 versus Eb (with seven values of Ro ) for

6 20, 50 100 and 450 respectively. Figures 7(a) to 7(q) show E10 versus Eb

(with eleven values of Ro ) for 8 = 5, 10, 15, ..., 8 5* respectively. The

important results from Figs. 6(c) and 6(d) can be stated as follows:

(1) The critical beam radius Ro is 55cm, with an impact energy of 16e

and an ionization cross-section aI equal to 0.1 (ra2 ). [Note that2
a = 1.13673 (10-16 cm2)]. These values are constant for Eb
0

ranging from 1Mev to 100 Mev.

(2) For 6 ranging from 100 to 80* and Eb from 5 Mev to 100 Mev, Ro and

the corresponding ionization cross section aI are tabulated in the

following

Ro in cm 6 0 701_801 901 1001

aI in iTa2  0.2 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
0

(3) For 6 < 50 (and 0 > 850), E1 decreases for Eb < 40 Mev. The

decreases are more pronounced for larger R., smaller 6 and Eb,

21
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The important features shown by Figs. 7(a) to 7(r) are as follows:

(1) For the same values of beam radius RO, the impact energy ElO

increases with the angle 0.

(2) For the Ro and 8, Elo is almost constant for beam energy Eb ranging

from 10 MeV to 100 MeV.

(3) For Eb ranging from 1 MeV to 10 MeV, E1o decreases with Eb, and the

decreases are pronounced from larger Ro .

(4) For 8 - 50, the critical Ro is again 55cm for Eb1O MeV, and for

8 - 800, E10 is 18 eV for Ro - 10cm.

Because of large proton to electron mass ratio M/m = 1843, we have nl1

2
result for the case of ionization by protons. In other words, <Vpb>o/Vb2 and

<Vpb>2/Vb2 as given by Eq. (42) and Eq. (46) respectively are less than 8x10- 8

(even for the largest Ro I 100cm), with resulting impact energies less than the

threshold ionization energies.
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IV. ESTIMATE OF THE GEOMETRIC FACTOR

In this Report our principal aim has been to elucidate the dependence of

the degradation of the electron impact energy on the different beam parameters.

However, as discussed in the Introduction, the BIS process requires that two

conditions be met: the electrons have to acquire sufficient energy for

ionization and they have to be retained for a sufficiently long time within the

beam to be able to interact with the beam particles. To be more precise, the

electrons, in general, leave and re-enter the beam region many times. Thus, in

I we have defined a "geometric factor" Y, Y < I which describes

phenomenologically the reduction of the collision probability due to the

reduced time the electrons spend within the beam. The calculation of the

geometric factor for a general situation will be the subject of another Report.

Some comments, however, are in order.

The mean free path of an electron with respect to ionizing collisions with

the beam particles is obviously quite long, comparable to the beam degradation

length. For beam propagation at very small angle the magnetic field can force

the electrons to re-enter the beam many times (even though they acquire a

perpendicular velocity component in the stripping process) and to effectively

travel with the beam. Details of this process were discussed in I. For an

arbitrary propagation angle, it is the combined effect of polarization electric

field and of magnetic field that is expected to cause the electron to re-enter

and travel with the beam. The details of this scenario are to be discussed in

a separate Report. However, for the purpose of the calculations in the present

Report we have ignored the re-entry of the electrons and calculated averages

over the short time while the electron in which the beam after Its emergence.

We believe that because of the quasiperiodicity of the motion, this doesn't

seriously affect the results concerning the velocity averaging.
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It should be noted that the conditions relating to the relative velocity,

on the one hand, and to the geometric factor, on the other, are in general,

contradictory. Extended stay within the beam requires traveling with the beam

particles and thus low average relative velocity. The difficulty is partly

due, however, to the model used for our calculation, where the relative

velocity is identified with the relative average velocity. Thus, in extreme

situations, the latter may become zero, while the former does not. Obviously,

a more rigorous calculation is called for in such cases.

The most difficult problem in a rigorous handling of the particle

trajectories would be the self-consistent determination of the polarization

electric field. Since such calculation is much beyond the scope of the present

Report, in Section III we have used a simple physical model for the

representation of the electric field. This model includes a component parallel

to the beam velocity (always perpendicular, however, to the magnetic field).

The justification for the existence of such a parallel component, which is not

contemplated in the usual theories of cross-field propagation [3], can be found

through a simple glance at the geometry generated by a neutral particle beam

moving at an angle to the magnetic field and undergoing stripping. Over a

distance small compared to the ion gyro-radius, the beam carries a net positive

charge (since the ions deviate little from their original path), while the

electrons create a triangular wedge, fanning out along the beam. It is

expected that such a geometry will indeed give rise to a parallel component

of the electric field.

24
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions emerge from this study:

1. As already discussed in I, the BIS process can become, at high

altitudes, a non-negligible contribution to beam degradations. While in I

we discussed the case of propagation parallel to the magnetic field, in

the present Report we considered a general propagation direction at an

arbitrary angle to the magnetic field.

2. The propagation of the beam at an angle to the magnetic field causes

the electrons generated by the BIS process to acquire sufficient relative

velocity to induce further stripping. The stripping cross section by

electrons being, however, a sensitive function of the impact energy (see

Fig. 8), which in turn, is a function of the beam energy, angle of

propagation and beam diameter, the beam attenuation coefficient becomes a

function of all these parameters, in addition to the beam current density

which determines the density of the beam particles. These dependences are

shown in Figs. 9 through 16. There are two major kinematic approximations

used in these calculations: (a) representing the relative velocity by the

average relative velocity and (b) calculating averages over the first

portion of the particle's trajectory whthin the beam. Apart from extreme

situations, both of these approximations are reasonable and also can be

easily removed in future work.

3. The polarization electric field plays an important role in guiding the

electrons along the beam. The determination of this field for an

aribtrary propagation angle is an extremely complicated task: no attempt

has been made in this direction in the present Report. We have used,

however, a reasonable model for representing the polarization field and we

have calculated effects both without (corresponding to a "transient"
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situation) and with polarization fields. The differences can be assessed

by comparing Figs. 3 and 4, Figs. 6 and 7 and Figs 9-12 and 13-16,

respectively. In Section II.1 we have also examined the effect of the

inhomogeneity of the electric field and have found that if the scale

length of the inhomogeneity, say Y satisfies y - the usual drift,B Wc

trajectories change into open trajectories and lead to an unbounded motion

which cannot be describid in terms of the customary drift trajectories.
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